This paper discusses the principal domains of auto-and cross trispectra. It is shown that the cumulant and moment based trispectra are identical except on certain planes in trifrequency space. If these planes are avoided, their principal domains can be derived by considering the regions of symmetry of the fourth order spectral moment. The fourth order averaged periodogram will then serve as an estimate for both cumulant and moment trispectra. Statistics of estimates of normalised trispectra or tricoherence are also discussed.
THE AUTO-TRISPECTRUM
The auto-trispectrum, Czr,=(fl, fi, f 3 ) , of a stationary and ergodic (at least to the fourth order) random process, z ( t ) , is usually defined [I] 
lt).(t + n ) z ( t + r z ) z ( t + n)] (2)
where P represents Fourier transformal,ion, C represents the cumulant operation on random variables, f's and r's represent frequencies and lags, respectively. The cumulant based trispectrum is guaranteed to exist provided the cumulant function decreases with increasing lag and belongs to the class L1 of absolutely integrable functions. This is a sufficient but not necessary condition for the existence of the Fourier transform of the cumulant function. Alternatively, a moment based autotrispectrum, M z s Z z ( f 1 , fz, f 3 ) , can be defined as the Fourier transform of the fourth order moment, mrrrl(rlr rz, ra), of the process, M z s Z z ( f 1 , h, f3) = F ( mIrrr ( r . , r z , 7 3 ) ) ( 
3) mllzz(n,rz,r3) = E [ z ( t ) s ( t + r~) z ( t trz)z(t+r3)] (4)
where E represents the expectation operation. shows that the cumulant based auto-trispectrum and the moment based auto-trispectrum are identical except along the planes f1 = -f~, f~ = -f3, and f3 = -fi in trifrequency space.
process
Using the Fourier-Stieltjes representation of the random z ( t ) = e-"*'dX(f)
1, where dX(f) is a stochastic function, and invoking the stationarity property, it has been shown [I] that
The region f l + f z + f 3 + f i = 0 is referred to as the principal manifold [I] of definition of the trispectrum, and the planes mentioned above form proper submanifolds on the principal manifold. The function dX(f) is not differentiable for a st.ationary random process in general. However, since physical processes have finite bandwidth they can be discretised in time. They also exist for finite time durations and can be windowed. Aliasing, leakage and other errors introduced by this procedure can usually be controlled within tolerable limits by proper choice of parameters. The discrete-time, finite length realisation of the process is no longer strictly stationary. However, if the lags under consideration are much smaller than the width of the window (or in other words, very low frequencies are ignored), then the process can still be assumed to be stationary over a large interval in time. Finite-length (and finite valued) sequences are guaranteed to have a discrete-time Fourier transform which is differentiable at least in the sense of generalised functions. Impulse functions can be avoided by using the discreteFourier transform instead of the discrete-time Fourier transform. It must be realized that the price paid for guaranteeing existence is spectral leakage owing to windowing. The auto-trispectrum of the random process can then be represented in the form of a moment of Fourier coefficients as
In fact, equation 10 can serve as a defining equation for the moment-based auto-trispectrum for discrete-time random processes assuming the existence of the discrete-time Fourier transform. More importantly, the equation provides a way of estimating the auto-trispectrum by using an averaged tri-periodogram,
where the subscript i refers to the 1-th realisation of the random process and M is the estimate obtained from N realisations. Equation 10 also implies that the principal domain of support of the moment based autotrispectrum (and that of the cumulant based autotrispectrum except on the three planes mentioned earlier) can be derived by considering the symmetries satisfied by the product of Fourier
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where f, = fl + f 2 + f 3 , X ( f ) and Y ( f ) refer to the Fourier transform coefficients of two different processes, z ( t ) and y(t), respectively. Once again, it is assumed that the processes are discrete-time (or sampled) and windowed t o permit the existence of a Fourier representation. z ( t ) and y ( t ) could be the input and output of a system under investigation. Cross trispectra can be estimated using cross triperiodograms similar to equation 11.
PRINCIPAL DOMAINS OF CROSS

TRISPECTRA
The principal domains of cross trispectra differ from and are larger than that of the autwtrispectrum because only frequencies relating t o the same process can be interchanged.
Consider Mrzry. Since fi , fz and f3 are interchangeable, the principal domain must be contained in the subset
In order to exploit the conjugate symmetry property (for real-valued processes) the trifrequency space is partitioned into subsets depending on the signs of the frequencies involved as s2, = { f l , f2, f3 2 0) SZb = {exactly one of fi, fz, f3 < 0; f. 2 0) S 2 , = {exactly one of f i , f 2 : f3 < 0; f. < 0) SZd = {exactly two of f i , f 2 , f3 < 0; fs 2 0) Sze = {exactly two of f i , f 2 , f3 < 0; f, < 0)
Upon conjugation of the cross trispectrum, S2f maps to SZ.,. Similarly, S 2 b maps to SZ. and Sz, maps t o S Z d . For the auto-trispectrum SzC maps into Sz. upon interchange of fa and f3 but this is not permissible for the cross trispectrum. Combining the two properties, the principal domain of MSrIy must be contained in si n {SZ, USZhUS2d). S Z~ is preferred over SZ, in the above set in order t o keep the sum frequency positive in all the three constituent regions consisting of a sum interaction region (where all frequencies are positive) and two difference interaction regions. For discretetime processes, the spectrum is periodic at intervals of the sampling frequency. Assuming that all frequencies are normalised by one-half the sampling frequency, the principal domain must also be contained in
and is given by the union of three regions, RI = {l 2 f a 1 fl 2 fz 2 f3 2 0)
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The vertices of this region found by solving equalities simultaneously are (O,O,O), (l,O,O), (1/3,1/3,1/3), (l,l,-l), (1,-1,O). (1/2,1/2,-1) and (1,-1/2,-1/2) . This region is shown in figure 2 . Principal domains of other cross trispectra can be similarly found using the procedure given here.
TRICOHERENCE
In order to estimate the auto or cross trispectrum using an equivalent of equation 11, several independent realisations of the process are required. The statistics of the estimate depend on the number N of realisations averaged, the number of data points in each realisation and the powers at the individual frequency components. Often only one or a few realisations are available and they must, be subdivided into blocks to obtain reliable estimates by averaging. This subdivision in time is permissible provided the random process is ergodic. For ergodic processes, ensemble averages must equal the corresponding time averages.
11
. is desirable to remove the dependence of the trispectrum on the powers of the individual frequency components. A value of the estimate of the normalised trispectrum at ( f i r f z , f 3 ) will be proporional to the extent to which the phases of these frequency components are coupled, or the extent to which the joint probability density funa::tion of quartets of samples of the process separated by lags (l/fi, l / f z , l / f 3 ) deviates from Gaussianity. The bias and variance of the estimate will now only be a function of the number of independent realisations averaged.
?'he trispectrum can be normalised using the same methods that have been used for the bispectrum, such as the Harrbrich normalisation [SI yielding If the Fourier components at fi, fi and f3 are statistically independent, then the estimates of tricoherence obtained using either normalisation are statistically equivalent. An estimate of the auto-tricoherence is given by where P(f) = CL, X,(f)X,(-f) is an estimate of the power at frequency f from N realisations. The phase of the trispectrum is referred t o as the triphose. As a note of caution, computation of tricoherence must be preceded by computation of the power spectrum and it must be ensured that the denominator is not zero (or a very low value owing to leakage alone).
STATISTICS OF TRICOHERENCE
To a first approximation, it can be assumed that P(f) = P(f). The denominator in equation 16 will then be constant and the statistics of the tricoherence estimate will be independent of it. It has been proved by Chandran and Elgar [3] that the estimate of the tricoherence for G a u e sian noise is a p p r o x i m a t e l y ax: distributed w i t h 2 degrees of freedom, w h e r e a equals & and N is the number of realisations averaged. is found to be $. The statistics of estimates of crosstricoherence will be identical if the output process is also Gaussian.
HARMONIC PROCESSES AND PHASE
For investigation of phase coupling owing to cubic nonlinearities it is convenient to assume a harmonic model for the random process, consisting of sinusoids of different frequencies whose phases are random variables. The amplitudes may be assumed random or constant. It must be noted that such a procesa is not ergodic. However, tricoherence estimates can still be computed by averaging over an ensemble of realisations and do provide information about the extent of phase-coupling between the sinusoids involved. If the phases are perfectly coupled then the tricoherence estimate will be 1 regardless of N. The situation where the coupling is not perfect can be modeled by considering two sinusoidal modes a t each frequency fi,fi, f3 and fi + fi + f 3 . One of these modes at each frequency is perfectly coupled in phase with a corresponding mode fiom each of the other frequencies, while the second mode is random-phase. The tricoherence estimate will then depend on the ratios of the power P,(f) of the coupled mode to the total power P(f) at each of the frequencies involved, and is given by
COUPLING
Approximate analytical expressions and simulation results for statistics of the estimates of tric:oherence for arbitrary true values are also presented in reference [3] . Simulation results for the bias and standard deviation are reproduced below. These results were obtained for 256 point realisations of a 5-mode harmonic random process with fl = O . O 6 2 S , f 2 = 0.1875 and f3 == 0.25. The sum frequency had two modes -coupled phase and random phase.
The amplitudes of these modes were adjusted to get the desired true tricoherence.
CONCLUSION
Auto and Cross trispec:tral analysis can be useful tools in cubic nonlinear system identification provided they are estimated correctly and the statistics of their estimates are known. . . 
